Year 9 Maths Higher
Knowledge Booklet
Term 5
Name:
Order

Class:

Unit
Calculation and
Accuracy
Integers, Powers and
Roots
Fractions, Decimals
and Percentages

Links

Pre-requisite skills

1

Understanding of multiplication

1

Place Value, Basic Operations, understanding Highest common
factor and lowest common multiples

4

Averages and Measure

1/3

Calculations, fraction amounts of, powers of 10 for conversions

5

Simplifying and
Substitution

1/2

BIDMAS, multiplicative and additive reasoning

6

Construction and LOCI

3

Understanding of splitting equally, being able to use angle facts

7

Ratio and Proportion

1/3

Decimals as multipliers, manipulating and using fractions,
finding amounts of

8

Transformations

1
2
3

9
10
11

Forming and Solving
Equations
Lines, Angles and
Shape
Area, Perimeter,
Volume and Surface
Area

3/4/6/7
1/5
1/4/6
1/4/6/10

Accurate Drawings, fractions of amounts, basic angle degrees,
mapping vertical and horizontal lines, use of co-ordinates
BIDMAS, concept of unknowns, manipulating expressions,
understanding of unequal, any applications to shape
Drawing of lines and angles, using the basic operations,
number bonds
Calculations, using correct measurements, understanding
properties of shapes, forming expressions, calculating missing
lengths, number bonds
Spotting patterns, substituting values using BIDMAS including
negatives, drawing graphs, forming expressions to represent
problems

12

Sequences, Functions
and Graphs

1/5/6/9

13

Represent and
Handling Data

1/4/6/12

Applying Averages to Data, Drawing accurate graphs

14

Probability

1/3/5

Calculations using fractions. Understanding terminology of
operations, handling data to check for bias

15

Pythagoras and
Trigonometry

1/7

Calculation and inverse operations, substituting into a formula,
ratios and equivalent fractions, types of triangles, rounding
answers

Homework 1 Due
Homework 2 Due
Homework 3 Due

Year 9 Higher Term 5 Overview

BIG QUESTIONS:

How can we link solving sequences and equations using graphs?
How do we extract data from graphs and tables to solve problems ?
What ways are there to predict what might happen?
Year
Sequences, Functions and Sequences, Functions
9—
Graphs
and Graphs
Higher

Representing Data

Probability

1

Finding linear and
Solving harder
Bar Charts from grouped Probabilities as fractions,
quadratic nth term of a simultaneous equations
solving expected
frequency tables
frequency problems, and
sequence both positive graphically including
including averages
worded problems.
mutual exclusivity
and negative

2

Sequence problems, is a
number in the
sequence? Which terms
Drawing quadratics,
appear in both
cubics and
sequences.
reciprocals
Exam questions looking
at sequences, re-cap
Fibonacci sequences

Histograms

Sample space diagrams
and two way tables

3

Drawing straight line
equations and solving
simultaneous equations
graphically.

Transforming lines
using function
notation
( f(x)+a , f(x+a) )

Assessing Bias using
expected and relative
frequencies. E.g. finding
Interpreting data from
the percentage error
histograms
(difference) between
the relative results and
the expected.

4

Finding the equation of
a straight line, from a
straight line

Identifying parallel
and perpendicular
lines.
Graph problems

Frequency Polygons

Recap frequency trees
and introduction to tree
diagram of independent
events

5

Finding equation of a
straight line from just
two points

Cumulative frequency and
Box Plots

Tree Diagrams for
conditional probability

6

Perpendicular and
parallel Lines

Harder Venn diagrams
and set notation

Venn diagram regions
and probabilities.
Union , intersect etc.

7

Inequality Regions

Identifying errors from Data collection sheets and
questionnaires
representing data

Sequences, Functions and Graphs

y = mx + c

Representing Data Knowledge Organiser

Probability Tree Diagrams

PROBABILTY KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER

